Thought Starters
& How We’re Helping
In the spirit of transparency and disease prevention, this is a sample of the projects
Klick Health is already developing and the territories we’re exploring in response to
COVID-19 in order to help kickstart your ideas. This internal document has been made
accessible to the public as a resource and thought starter.
Great ideas don’t occur in a vacuum. Even if you’re worried that one of your digital
health solutions is too similar to the thoughts below, please still submit it to our COVID-19
Digital Health Call to Action. It’s vital that we work as a community, now, more than ever.

Missions That Our Team
is Already Helping to Impact

Supporting the Dock Health implementation of COVID-19 checklists in collaboration with
Dr. Michael Docktor and the Boston Children’s Hospital Team
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Organizing the secondment of Klicksters in order to support the important data visualization efforts
being led by Dr. John Brownstein’s Harvard team working in collaboration with Mapbox to make the
COVID-19 HealthMap.

Territories We’re
Actively Exploring
Working in collaboration with Dr. Daniel Kraft and Singularity University to explore the
idea of using the sound of a cough to coach someone on the likelihood that they are
battling COVID-19 vs. the sound of a typical flu cough. We’re especially interested in
recordings of the COVID-19 cough.
Implementing the Don’t Touch My Face app in a setting that enables large teams to
challenge each other to compete on who can avoid face touching the longest in live
meetings. Perhaps—through guerilla marketing techniques and mobilizing social media
—even pushing Zoom and others to implement features of this application.
Building a function that enables a patient diagnosed with COVID-19 to quickly share
all their GPS location data in order to expedite tracing (leveraging, for example, Waze,
Google Maps, Gyroscope, and/or other apps).
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Thought Starting Questions That our
Applied Science Team Is Considering
•	Can we use more accessible global

mass media (e.g. radio, social
media) to generate a campaign that
raises awareness about the actions
necessary to contain COVID-19?

•	Can we utilize a person’s cough as

a voice assistant “wake word,” utilize
an algorithm to analyze the person’s
cough and potentially intervene with
recommended next steps?

•	Can we use a native mobile app
to allow the general public to:

•	Access credible resources

and information re: COVID-19
prevention, self-quarantine, and
treatment, customized based on
location?

•	Self-triage using ChatBot
technology?

•	Augmented Diagnostics: i.e. cough

analyzer (similar to Cough as Wake
Word concept above)?

•	Locate nearby testing/treatment

•	Can we leverage existing technology

like Google Maps, allowing users to
indicate whether they have been
diagnosed or have come into contact
with COVID-19 patients?

•	Is there an opportunity for a large

grand-challenge around hacking
hygiene?

•	What ideas do you have that could
have utility in the wild?

•	Are there apps that were built in on

other continents or in other languages
that could be useful in North America?

•	Can we create a suite of tools for
containing the virus?

•	Should our role be more about

curating some bite-sized content
(i.e., actionable insights for an office
facilities leader, actionable insights for
front desk check-in process, guidance
for travel coordination, or others)?

•	How can we differentiate between

centers (based on wait times)?

COVID-19 and seasonal influenza or
other respiratory infections?

•	Identify local risk areas based on

•	How can we determine the probability

incident data?
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of community transmission to others
and identify those people following
infection?
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•	How can we encourage behaviors
that reduce the likelihood of
transmission?

•	How can we effectively assign

professional medical resources
to COVID-19 infected patients
(essentially triaging within an infected
or suspected infected population)?

•	Can we develop tools to assess the

legitimacy of popular press reporting
on COVID-19 infection?

•	Can we develop effective supply

chain workarounds for businesses
impacted by manufacturing issues in
COVID-19 infected areas?

•	What tools or guides can we build to

support people’s anxiety and worries?

•	Can we orchestrate carpooling

services for people hoping to avoid
public transport?

•	Can we orchestrate support services
for people in quarantine?
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•	Can we orchestrate support services
for healthcare workers?

•	Is there sufficient electronic medical

record data from infected individuals
to see if any concomitant medications
they were taking might inadvertently
have sped up recovery time? For
example, if there are infected
individuals living with HIV, is there
reason to believe that at least some
medications useful for treating HIV
might have a benefit in coronaviruses?

•	Is there an opportunity for Waze for

pedestrians? Perhaps it could tell
you where to go to maintain the most
social distance.

•	Can we build a habit-forming app/
program that focuses on healthy
behaviors to avoid COVID-19 (for
example, frequent handwashing,
deter face touching, etc.)?

•	What if we built applications to gamify

handwashing for children using timers,
rewards, and/or badges?
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